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Class 2 power supplies, Model CLY-100-Z where Y can be G (for with Glue) or N (for without Glue), Z can be 12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36, or 48 for output voltage; Model PLN-100-Z where Z can be 12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36 or 48 for output voltage.

Model CLY-60-z, where y can be G (with potting compound) or N (without potting compound), z can be 12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36, 48 for output voltage; Model PLN-60-z, z can be 12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36, 48 for output voltage, without potting compound.

Model ELN-60-XY, where X can be 9, 12, 15, 24, 27 or 48, Y can be D, P or blank.

Model ELN-30-XY, where X can be 5, 9, 12, 15, 24, 27 or 48, Y can be D, P or blank.


Marking: Company name and model designation.
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Class 2 power supplies, Model CLY-100-Z where Y can be G (for with Glue) or N (for without Glue), Z can be 12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36 for output voltage; Model PLN-100-Z where Z can be 12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36 for output voltage.

Model CLy-60-z, where y can be G (with potting compound) or N (without potting compound), z can be 12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36, 48 for output voltage; Model PLN-60-z, z can be 12, 15, 20, 24, 27, 36, 48 for output voltage, without potting compound.

Model ELN-60-XY, where X can be 9, 12, 15, 24 or 27, Y can be D, P or blank.

Model ELN-30-XY, where X can be 5, 9, 12, 15, 24 or 27, Y can be D, P or blank.
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